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Abstract

A simple bit timing synchronization technique for op-
tical burst switching was proposed by monitoring the
timing lag between optical burst signals.

1 Introduction

In future photonic networks, optical burst switching
(OBS) is one of the attractive technologies due to fine
bandwidth granularity and high feasibility of hardware
architecture. To send control information for band-
width allocation in OBS, two schemes have already
been proposed; one is to use a channel for the con-
trol signal differing from data channel, and the other
is to transmit on a channel same as data channel. Al-
though the latter has a better channel availability for
data transmission, it requires a bit timing synchroniza-
tion between the control and the data signals, since
both signals must be received by an optical receiver.

On the other hand, in the case of optical time divi-
sion multiplexing (OTDM) systems, a number of syn-
chronization techniques have already been proposed
[1], so far. However, it is difficult to realize precise
bit timing synchronization. To solve this problem, we
proposed a novel bit timing synchronization technique
between optical burst data.

2 Mapping burst data in optical frame

In dynamic path photonic networks [2][3], the opti-
cal burst data are mapped into an optical frame and
dropped at a destination node at header information
of the optical frame.

Fig. 1 show the configuration of the optical burst
data mapping using an optical switch. An optical burst
data from a source node is mapped into an optical
frame using a 2 × 1 optical switch. The optical burst
data is injected into an input port of the optical switch,
while the optical frame is injected into the other port.
At the same time, an electrical control signal is injected
into the optical switch from the source node. The elec-
trical control signal is employed to change passed input
port of the optical switch.
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Fig. 1 Mapping burst data with optical switch
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Fig. 2 Bit timing synchronization system

Fig. 2 shows configuration of the proposed bit timing
synchronization system. The bit timing synchroniza-
tion system consists of a timing lag meter and a tunable
fiber delay line (FDL). The optical frame and burst
data are launched into the lag meter, and the timing
lag is detected. Using the feedback circuit based on the
FDL, the timing lag can be controlled automatically.

The schematic view of the lag meter with dual-stage
AND gates is depicted in Fig. 3(a). At the AND gate
#1 of the timing lag meter, the part of continuous bit
pattern of “010101...” in the burst signal is drawn by
using the window signal as shown in Fig. 3(b). The
clipped signal from the optical frame consist of a part
of the padding of header, which has a continuous bit
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Fig. 3 Timing lag meter. (a) System configuration.
(b) Coverage of window.

pattern of “010101...”. The signal from the source node
also has same bit pattern. Next, the frame signal and
the output signal at the AND gate #1 are injected into
the AND gate #2 in order to measure the overlap part
of the mark bits between the frame and burst signals
with each same bit pattern. Thus, the timing lag can
be evaluated by the output average power at the out-
put of the dual-stage AND gate, because the power is
determined by the overlapped area of mark bits. Since
high speed receiver is not needed in this scheme, we
will realize a cost effective bit timing synchronization.

4 Experimental verification of the timing lag
meter

To verify the availability of the proposed bit tim-
ing synchronization technique using AND gates, we
demonstrated experimentally a single stage AND gate
scheme by means of four-wave mixing (FWM) [4] in a
semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). Fig. 4 shows
the experimental setup of the AND gate. The input
lights were coupled by a 3-dB coupler and modulated
by a 10 Gb/s data with the bit pattern of “010101...”
using a LiNbO3 modulator (LNM). The modulated
lights were demultiplexed by an array waveguide grat-
ing (AWG). One of them was passed through a FDL.
Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFAs) were em-
ployed to compensate the insertion loss of 3-dB cou-
pler, LNM and AWG. After that, the signals were
coupled by 3-dB coupler and injected into a SOA. In
the SOA, the overlapped light component between two
lights was generated by FWM, and only passed through
the AWG. At the output of the AWG, the average out-
put power was monitored by an optical power meter.
In this experiment, the wavelength of input lights were
1555.98 nm and 1556.79 nm, and their input powers

into the SOA were 8 dBm and 5 dBm, respectively.
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Fig. 4 Experimental setup of the AND gate #2

Fig. 5 shows the measured output average power
with changing the time delay of the FDL. It can be
clearly seen that the output power was changed peri-
odically, and the period corresponded to the 2 bit time
of the 10 Gb/s data, ‘0’ and ‘1’.
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Fig. 5 Delay by FDL vs. output average power

This indicates that the timing lag can be detected
by the output average power. Therefore, the timing
lag will be controlled automatically, if the time delay
of the FDL is adjusted by monitoring the change of the
output power.

5 Conclusion

We proposed a bit timing synchronization system for
optical burst switching by measuring the timing lag
between two optical signals. We also verified the oper-
ation using a prototype of the timing lag meter.
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